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Coronavirus impacts ‘real and
raw but we will come through’
by staff reporters

bout 300 workers and as many as 50
businesses here are already impacted
by the economic crisis surrounding
the Covid-19 coronavirus, but “we will
come through this” the regional economic
development agency says.
Trust Tairawhiti chief executive Gavin Murphy
said first and foremost it was important to
remember that this was a highly uncertain and
rapidly-evolving situation.
“There’s no doubt while the world’s focus
is on the containment of Covid-19, that it is
significantly and increasingly affecting the world’s
supply chains.”
Specifically, over the past few weeks export
supply chains to China were particularly affected.
“From a New Zealand perspective, the
primary sector impacts to date have been on
our exports to China, while containment is the
primary global solution. Stopping it spreading
means stopping or slowing supply chains.
“That has significant impacts across several
sectors and in Tairawhiti that includes forestry,
fishing, farming and horticulture — but given
the size of forestry, and its heavy reliance on
the China export market, it has been the most
impacted.
“That’s not to underplay the effects on fishing
and crayfishing, which are significant. We are also
aware the red meat sector has got cool storage
constraints because they haven’t been able to
get their products to China and, coupled with
the drought situation, they are also experiencing
diffi cult times.”
Business trips to China, aimed at boosting
trade between China and Tairawhiti businesses,
had also been cancelled, Mr Murphy said.
“Forestry probably accounts for about 6
percent of Tairawhiti’s GDP and employs
something in the region of 1200 people across
the supply chain. What we’ve seen with the
containment is log inventory in China has built
up substantially from normal levels, to the point
where there is very limited to no capacity for
the Chinese supply chain to absorb any more
logs.”
Significant impacts were expected on harvests
over the coming six weeks or more.
Last week the Prime Minister announced a
“small support package” which included the
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QUIET AT THE PORT: The sight of an empty port will be more common over coming weeks . . . this picture was taken yesterday
before the arrival of the Baltic Fox log ship. Three other log ships are due this month.
Picture by Liam Clayton
expansion of the Regional Business Partner
programme (administered here by Trust
Tairawhiti).
“We’ve actually been using the RBP resources
to organise specific hui for businesses and
employees with our agency partners, to
understand the issues of those affected.
“More support to do that would be great but
if that’s the only measure that comes through
it will be very limited. It needs to be part of a
bigger programme.”
Economic Development Minister Phil Twyford

visited the region last week to hear first-hand
what was needed on the ground, and was
providing that information to the Government.
“The region has done a lot, but our resources
are relatively limited. We think there are
potentially 40 to 50 businesses affected right now
and probably more than 300 individuals who are
seeing reduced hours or have lost their jobs, and
that could get worse over the next six weeks.”
Mr Murphy added it was still unclear as
to how long it would take to see a real
improvement.

“There could be a long tail on this and from
our perspective, the fundamental issue is to
keep those small-to-medium whanau-owned
businesses in business and keeping those
workers together — so that when it picks up,
and it will pick up, that the supply chain can get
going again and our people have stayed in work.”
The situation also reaffirmed why the actions
in the new Tairawhiti Economic Action Plan
(TEAP) around economic resilience and diversity
were so important.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Critical to have a more diversified economy
FROM PAGE 1

know is that it is going to take months rather
than weeks for the log storage levels to get back
The trust’s activities in supporting an increase to ‘normal’, which is around 4.0-4.50m3,” Eastland
in wood processing facilities and capability here
Wood Council chief executive Kim Holland said.
were also critical for the medium-term solutions.
“Up to now everyone has been assessing
“Having domestic processing for logs to create operations and work on a week-by-week basis,
valuable, diversified products able to go to a
trying to keep people working through managing
range of domestic and international markets is
operations, quotas and work days. However,
key, and the current situation has reaffirmed why now, what this means for our small businesses
wood processing is a key regional strategy.
and contractors is that they have had to move
“We are talking to the Government about
from managing work, their workforce and
any ways they can help us accelerate that
cashflow to business-protection mode; this is
programme of work.”
particularly challenging for the smaller businesses,
Mr Murphy said with the coronavirus impacts those that are fairly new to the industry, and our
showing the exposure New Zealand had on
cartage contractors.
exports to China, it was increasingly important
“The reserves and resilience are running out,
the Government was able to
the number of redundancies
establish free trade agreements
is increasing. More of our
with other nations and
businesses are on a knife edge.
The reserves and
territories.
“As the financial stress
resilience
are
running
That would help to diversify
increases, we are all mindful of
out, the number
exports from the region.
ensuring that our small business
“It’s critical to have a more
owners, contractors, workers
of redundancies is
diversified and resilient economy. increasing. More of
and whanau are supported.
Having FTAs with other trading
There has been overwhelming
our businesses are
partners should always be the
support from a range of
aim. This does affirm that . . . but on a knife edge.
sectors including social service
it is exacerbated here because
agencies, government agencies
of the strong supply chain and
and other organisations and
market that has been built up. What has been
individuals to support whanau.
very good is now a bit of an Achilles heel.
“The key challenge is keeping businesses
“The region has recognised that and we have solvent with a reduced cashflow whilst retaining
a TEAP that has a number of other actions in it the skills and experience in our forestry
for regional investment in wood processing.
workforce — the ability to get through the
“This is a very crucial and real and
current situation, knowing that when we do, we
raw situation for whanau, businesses and
are going to need people and especially skilled,
communities linked to this, but as a region we
trained and experienced people.
will come through this.
“After last week’s ministerial visit it is
“From the trust’s perspective, we will continue heartening to hear they are ready to implement
to show leadership and grow other areas of the a range of initiatives and actions aimed at
economy as a region, and it’s important we keep supporting businesses, keeping people working,
going with that.”
supporting workers, with a focus on getting
everyone through these tough times and to be
Forestry
ready to pick back up again when we get to the
The continuing impacts of Covid-19 in China
other side.
are being keenly felt in the region’s forest
“Finance companies have been supportive,
industry, as the log inventory in China now
and Te Uru Rakau (Forestry NZ, part of the
exceeds 6.9 million cubic metres.
Ministry for Primary Industries) met with the
“After weeks of uncertainty, what we do
finance and banking sector on Friday to discuss
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how they can help businesses get through.
“On a positive note, we are appreciative
of the offers of work for contractors, crews
and individuals across other primary industry
sectors in the region, including horticulture and
agriculture — particularly horticulture, with the
seasonal work currently available in kiwifruit.
“It is also an opportunity to take advantage of
the downtime to build skills and capability of our
existing workforce through work-based training,
and there are a number of options being
considered by Government and Te Uru Rakau.
These will help retain our workforce and add
value for both the employee and the employer;
however, these options need to cover the
costs to the employer in paying wages, perhaps
through a training subsidy or allowance.
“We have just started our fifth cohort of the
Generation Programme because we know that
when we come through this, we are going to
need more people. The biggest fear is that when
we get through this we will have lost valuable
people — not just from the forest industry but
also from the region.”

containers around the world.
“This is greatly impacting on the available
cashflow of every farming family, and that in turn
reduces the amount of money that is able to be
spent on goods and services — that circulates
through the Tairawhiti region.”
He pointed to the major risk of the virus
infecting employees of processing plants.
“With the current level of hysteria in the
world, what would be the effects if an employee
was infected at one of our meat processing
plants or one of our vegetable processing plants?
“How long would that plant be closed down,
and would people still buy their products?”
Mr Reynolds said to ensure our community
got through this situation, we needed to ensure
that our food producers got through it.
“People have to eat, they have to buy food
and they can get it from their local markets. That
is the one and only positive for our country.”
Not all doom and gloom

AgFirst consultant Peter Andrew said the
impact of the coronavirus was definitely a “scary
time” for the region’s farmers and unfortunately
Fishing
it came during a long, hot, dry spell.
Although China had closed its doors to rock
“It should be remembered, though, that we
lobster imports due to the Covid-19 virus
produce good food in Tairawhiti, and the world
outbreak, fresh domestic and frozen export fish needs to eat.
products have not been hit at this stage.
“The impact of the dry weather and the
“Crayfish is New Zealand’s highest-value
virus has been lower stock sale prices, and that
species per kilogram and is the hardest hit thus
farmers have not been able to kill some classes
far,” Ngati Porou Seafoods chief executive Mark
of stock, especially cull ewes.”
Ngata said.
Mr Andrew said it had also been difficult to
“This could all change if Covid-19 continues
kill prime cattle, and if they got processed the
beyond March and begins to impact fish
prices had been very low compared to a few
products also.”
months ago.
Should the impact broaden, there were ways
“However, the situation is far from doom
to support commercial fishers who supplied
and gloom. Despite the turmoil, farmers are still
Ngati Porou Seafoods.
receiving $120 for a 19kg carcase-weight lamb,
“Alternative product forms can be produced
and there is no real delay in lamb processing.”
which may bring a lower value return for the
He said farmers were selling bull beef at
company and lower income for fishers, but
$1500 for a 300kg carcase-weight animal.
allows them to keep going,” Mr Ngata said.
“There is also no real delay in getting bulls
Rescheduling vessel repair and maintenance
killed.
was another option. It was also important to
“These are strong prices and very comparable
keep fishers continually updated.
to the prices we received 12 months ago.”
“The industry has met with Government
Mr Andrew said Gisborne-East Coast farmers
officials and a range of options for relief have
had a very strong spring/early summer with
been discussed. The decision to allow a 10
stock prices and favourable grass growth.
percent carry-over of uncaught (rock lobster)
“So they had good momentum going into this
quota is part of that relief but more will be
current difficult period.
required as Covid-19 continues to spread.”
“This time of year is also when we
While the industry had sought a full carrytraditionally receive our lowest prices due to
over of uncaught rock lobster ACE (Annual
stock supply, so getting $6.90kg for lamb is
Catch Entitlement) to next year, Fisheries
pretty amazing,” he said.
Minister Stuart Nash approved only a one-off 10
“The store lamb price has dropped but this
percent carry-over, said Mr Ngata.
is mainly due to the dry soil conditions across
Ngati Porou Seafoods owned quota in three
much of the North Island.”
rock lobster fishery zones along the North
Tourism
Island’s eastern coastline but CRA3, the East
Coast zone, was not eligible because Mr Nash
Trust Tairawhiti general manager tourism
said he would not consider a carry-over option Adam Hughes said the coronavirus situation
in CRA areas that were already looking at
would definitely have an impact on the tourism
TACC (Total Allowable Commercial Catch)
industry in Tairawhiti, but not for a few months.
reviews and envisaged cuts.
He also said it would not impact here as
“His rationale was that even a 10 percent
seriously as in other tourist locations in New
carry-over would impact the sustainability of
Zealand, because Tairawhiti had always been
those fishery areas and recovery, as more
primarily a domestic tourism destination.
crayfish would be removed the following year
“The virus is having a major effect on the
than would be anticipated.
visitor industry globally,” Mr Hughes said.
“The industry did not agree with that view
“It’s disrupting global flights, it’s disrupting
and believed the fishery would be sustainable
everything, and the full effect of it will not be
even with a cut. However, the Minister, and
felt entirely for the next few months.”
some industry players, took a conservative view.”
Mr Hughes believes it will affect the industry
globally
well out into our next summer season,
Farming
because of the flow-on effect.
Gisborne-Wairoa Federated Farmers
“Visitors go on a journey of dreaming about a
president Charlie Reynolds said coronavirus
holiday, planning it, booking it and taking it.
impacts had affected all parts of the country’s
“So for international visitors that cycle is much
agricultural sector.
longer, anywhere from three months to two
“Our community’s wellbeing, our financial
years to get through that whole journey. So that
viability and our ability to safeguard our
has an effect on travel.”
environment, are all at risk. The current situation
Mr Hughes said that would be where the
is one that has not been seen before by the
virus will impact on Tairawhiti tourism operators.
New Zealand economy.”
“The effect on this region will not be felt
Mr Reynolds said negative impacts on New
as acutely as other regions, because we are
Zealand during the Global Financial Crisis in
primarily a domestic destination.
2008 were primarily countered by the exporting
“However, because of the global scale of the
of food to the world.
situation it will have a flow-on effect to the
“People have to eat, and that’s what got this
New Zealand domestic market, and that in turn
country through the worst of the GFC — our
will have some impact on tourism in our area.
farmers producing food.
“But at this stage, in the immediate future,
“This virus, however, restricts global human
that impact will not be too great.”
movement which, along with the current
Eventuallly it would mean smaller tourism
drought conditions in places, is having a very
growth numbers for New Zealand, he said,
negative effect for us.
“and ultimately smaller growth numbers for
“The large amount of stock needing to go to Tairawhiti”.
the plants has filled the ageing chillers and the
“The tourism pie will just get a bit smaller, and
very limited refrigerated port space available.”
so will our slice of it.
Mr Reynolds said the extreme limitations on
“But we will maintain our position within the
current distribution logistics, namely the limits
tourism market because we are pretty resilient
on human movement, had reduced the flow of
to this kind of international shock in Tairawhiti.”
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Honey market in state of flux
by Mark Peters

n average volume of manuka honey and
a drop in quality is the message Gisborne
beekeeper Barry Foster has been getting
from beekeepers and honey producers.
A slump in honey prices has probably been
caused by the international problem of fake and
adulterated honey, he says.
“This is not honey from New Zealand
but from other countries where it has been
doctored with sugars. The product is offered at
cheaper prices.
“The risk is that in the long term consumers
lose trust in the product.
“Damage to reputation is the first thing
but the flow-through impacts the economics
of beekeeping globally and of food crop
pollination.”
The New Zealand honey industry has grown
on the back of manuka honey.
“We are affected by international pricing.”
Last year manuka prices slid by as much as
50 percent compared to the year before, and
some processors now have major stockpiles of
the higher-value honey in bulk storage, Arataki
Honey director Russell Berry told Farmer
Weekly.
While large volumes of adulterated Chinese
honey in global markets have been blamed
for the price plummet, the New Zealand
GOOD FUTURE FOR MANUKA HONEY: Along with other Gisborne and East Coast beekeepers, Beebox honey producer Michael
Government’s ruling that honey marketed as
manuka could no longer be blended with other Burt has experienced a slump in honey prices, which is a reflection of the international market. He believes the long-term future
for manuka honey is good however.
Picture by Liam Clayton
honey varieties is also said to have contributed
to the price drop.
methylglyoxal increases. That means we have
predictions for this season remain cautious, she
impact of MPI’s honey definition introduced in
In 2017, the Government laid down specific
stored honey at all times.”
says.
2017 has been blamed for the continuing poor
criteria to ensure manuka honey was authentic.
The problem of manuka honey forgeries
Apiculture NZ has reported that while longbusiness outcomes.”
Prior to the establishment of four specific
seems to have slowed thanks to the Ministry for term global demand for health and welfare
Riding the manuka wave
chemical markers and one genetic marker to
Primary Industries’ (MPI) scientific definition to
products is positive, manuka honey prices had
ensure authenticity, honey marketed as manuka
authenticate monofloral manuka honey, says Mr
dropped as much as 25-50 percent on the
Beebox honey producer Michael Burt
could be blended with other honey varieties.
Gardiner.
previous season.
suspects the slump in manuka honey exports is
“MPI’s scientific definition for manuka honey
“Although this report paints a less than
due in part to a cooling off of the hype around
The export market
has been a good thing for us. We’re seeing
glowing picture, Miere, like other honey entities, the product.
With a tiny window for bees to produce
fraudulent products come off the market.
is feeling the impact of market and nature
The market for manuka honey in 2015 was
manuka honey, weather conditions this summer
“Previously, people could export any honey as forces,” says Ms Watson.
red hot but there was a lot of concern there
resulted in an average year for producers, says
manuka.”
“Manuka honey regulations continue to affect were no criteria to determine a standard for
WildCape Manuka Honey beekeeper Bill Savage.
WildCape’s single-source manuka honey is
the market in pushing up supply of honey,
manuka honey, says Mr Burt.
“You’ve got three to four
harvested entirely from the
coupled with increased numbers of beekeepers
China said it would shut down manuka honey
weeks to get your crop. The
business’s own hives on the
and beehives.
imports unless New Zealand had scientific
Every region in New
weather wasn’t that great
East Coast, says Mr Gardiner.
“Increased numbers of beehives are boosting
markers. MPI took three years to finalise a
through December. It was
While many other
bee population in New Zealand, while in
scientific definition, during which time not much
Zealand produces
good through November
companies bulk-blend manuka other countries bee numbers are falling due to
manuka honey went out of New Zealand.
manuka honey with a
and January — it was good
honey from a variety of
contamination of land and climate change.”
Prior to the scientific standard set by MPI
different
fl
avour
profi
le.
early and late, slow during the
sources, which can affect
Large and small honey operators are working honey exporters actively sought out dark,
middle.”
flavour, one particular feature
within difficult market conditions and even
Manuka honey from
strong-tasting bush honey which has a similar
Manuka honey export
manuka honey giant Comvita experienced an
colour and taste to manuka honey.
the East Coast is highly that makes the East Coast
markets are slowly growing in
brand unique is its taste, says
operating loss of $7.6m.
“Larger, more reputable companies produced
regarded for its mild
the UK, US, Singapore, Hong
Mr Gardiner.
“Comvita cites a drop in manuka honey
stuff more true to label, but a lot of exporters
Kong and Japan, he says.
This can be attributed
and balanced flavour.
stocks, a third poor honey season in a row, and
got away with what they could in the absence
“Coronavirus has almost
in part to terroir. Normally
the Chinese crack-down on the daigou trade,
of definite standards.”
been beneficial to manuka
associated with wine, the
coupled with tighter specifications on exports of
Most producers were happy with the new
sales as people look for something to enhance
French word describes environmental factors
branded honey, as reasons for deficit,” says the
standards but the markets’ initial enthusiasm
their immunity. From what I’ve seen, sales are up and the effect they have not only on the taste
NPL chair’s report.
seems to have dimmed a little, says Mr Burt.
since the outbreak.”
of wine but on foodstuffs such as manuka honey.
Daigou means “buying on behalf of ”. It is an
While he feels hype-driven products do not get
Most manuka honey forgery happens offshore
The East Cape region’s warm climate, fertile
e-commerce channel between mainland Chinese a second chance at “re-hyping” the product, Mr
but it is a big problem.
soils, rugged topography and coastal proximity
buyers and overseas professional shoppers.
Burt believes manuka honey is a good product
Despite the massive increase in sales of
contribute to that, says Mr Gardiner.
Small beekeepers continue to struggle to sell
and the long-term future is good.
manuka honey and related products, manuka
“Every region in New Zealand produces
honey and many continue to stockpile rather
“I think all New Zealand honey was riding the
honey is still largely unknown overseas.
manuka honey with a different flavour profile.
than sell at under-cost, said the report.
manuka wave,” he says.
“Fewer than 1 percent of the world’s
Manuka honey from the East Coast is highly
“In addition, it is predicted more will go out
“My feeling is the global hype has gone down.
population knows about manuka honey. Japan
regarded for its mild and balanced flavour.”
of business over the coming 12-24 months. The At the moment we’re in a period of correction.”
takes more than 100 tonnes of manuka honey
East Cape honey is also high in
from New Zealand but the percentage of the
dihydroxyacetone, the precursor chemical for
population who know about it is tiny.
MGO, he says.
“Most people outside of New Zealand aren’t
When a bee feeds on and digests the nectar,
exposed to the publicity.”
that conversion takes place. The higher the
Manuka honey is one of the most forged
MGO, the higher the UMF rating.
products in the world, he says. At No.1 is
“We not only have to consider MPI’s manuka
counterfeit olive oil followed by milk powder.
honey definition. We must also ensure we meet
“As long as there’s a buck to be made,
UMF (Unique Manuka Factor) analysis for the
someone will produce it.”
unique signature compounds present in highquality, authentic manuka honey.”
The East Coast flavour
With the implementation of a scientific
Weather conditions over summer resulted in
standard, the New Zealand Government can
an average year for manuka honey production
control the quality of manuka honey exported
but this is factored into the sales forecast,
from this country but not of that from other
says WildCape Manuka Honey’s processing
countries such as Australia, says Mr Gardiner.
For more information contact:
operations, sales and marketing and export
“This is why there is now a focus on
Gisborne Chamber of Commerce
logistics manager Simon Gardiner.
trademarking the name ‘manuka’.”
Manager: Lena Bevan
WildCape always has stock in climateGranted $5.7 million through the Provincial
mb: 021 448 146
controlled storage. This might not be so
Growth Fund, including a $1.7 million loan, the
much to meet a perceived shortfall but to
Manuka Honey Appellation Society is working to
enable dihydroxyacetone (DHA) to convert
secure international property rights to the name
into methylglyoxyl (MGO), the main chemical
“manuka”.
Contact Lena for an appointment: lena@gisborne.org.nz
responsible for the unique non-peroxide
A
mixed
bag
antibacterial activity of the honey. DHA is a
precursor chemical of MGO.
The 2020 season has been a mixed bag
30845-01
Manuka honey can be stored in drums for up for Ngati Porou Miere (NPM), says NPM
to 12 months before it is packed in jars.
chairwoman Huti Watson.
“Storage is standard practice because
After two to three years of lower-thanthe value of manuka honey increases as
anticipated honey production for NPM,
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Eye on employment law changes
requires the breaks to be taken at times as
specified in the Act, so long as it’s “reasonable
and practicable” to do so.
8. Ninety-day trial periods have been restricted
to businesses with fewer than 20 employees.
9. After six months of service, employees
are entitled to up to 10 days paid per annum
to deal with the impact of family violence.
n the rush of business, it is easy to take
This could relate to dealing with the impact of
our eye off the ball when it comes to
historical violence that occurred prior to them
employment law compliance. The beginning of being employed by you.
the year is a good time for many businesses to
10. Changes to parental leave provisions
take stock and review changes to employment
include extending payments and entitlements to
law, and how they may impact on your business. a wider group, the introduction of “keeping in
Here is a brief overview of the key changes that touch” hours during the paid leave period, and
have taken place over recent years:
allowing employees to resign and continue to
1. Tougher penalties and sanctions for
receive payments from IRD.
breaches of employment standards. You are
11. Collective bargaining provisions have been
required to keep records in sufficient detail
strengthened. This has included restoring the
to demonstrate that you have complied with
duty to conclude collective bargaining as a part
minimum entitlement provisions.
of “good faith”, the provision of reasonable paid
2. If you do not provide a written employment time for delegates to undertake union activities,
agreement to an employee, a labour inspector
and the requirement to provide new employees
may issue you with $1000 infringement fee.
with information about the union (provided
3. Addressing zero-hour contracts. All
by the union). The 30-day rule has also been
employment agreements must include any agreed restored, which means that for the first 30 days,
hours of work and, if you “require” an employee new employees must be employed under terms
to be available for additional hours, you must
consistent with the applicable collective agreement.
include an availability provision in the agreement
Coming Up in 2020
and ensure the employee receives reasonable
compensation for the “required” availability. Also,
12. “Triangular employment” relationships.
the introduction of “shift cancellation” provisions This refers to the situation where you have
requires you to provide reasonable notice or
the employees of other contractors on your
compensation to cancel a shift.
site, but you effectively control their day-to-day
4. You cannot restrict secondary employment work. From June 27, 2020, if such an individual
for employees unless you have a genuine reason is dismissed unfairly, they will have the ability to
based on reasonable grounds, and record these
“join” your company in any personal grievance
grounds in the employment agreement.
proceedings.
5. Before any deductions are made in
13. The Ministry of Business, Innovation
accordance with a general deductions clause,
and Employment is reviewing the concept of
you must first consult with the employee.
“vulnerable/dependent contractors”. We are also
6. Reinstatement is back as the “primary
waiting to see the draft legislation in relation to
remedy” if requested by an employee when a
a new Holidays Act and Fair Pay Agreements.
proceeding is before the Employment Relations
■ Craig is the HR and employment relations
Authority or employment court.
specialist for Business Central in Hawke’s Bay
7. Meal breaks and rest periods are specified
and Gisborne. He works with small, medium
as having to be at least one 30-minute unpaid
and large businesses in a range of industries.
break and two paid 10-minute breaks in a
typical eight-hour day. Unless there is agreement To contact Craig, email: craig.sidoruk@
businesscentral.org.nz
about when these breaks are taken, the law
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LICENSING FUTURE WORKERS: The Tairawhiti region’s Licence To Work (LTW)
facilitators, from left at back, are Trevor Crosby and Catherine Pardoe (Matapuna
Training Centre), Darryl Dunn (Campion College) and Gill Higgins (Trust Tairawhiti LTW
co-ordinator); and front from left, Karen Fenn (Trust Tairawhiti LTW project manager),
Jo Graham (Gisborne Girls’ High School), John Ingram (Lytton High School) and
Sue Peard (Campion College). Absent are: Wayne Palmer (Ngata Memorial College),
Cynthia Sidney (Tolaga Bay Area School) and Heather McIntyre (Te Karaka Area
School), and more facilitators to still be confirmed.
Picture by Liam Clayton

LTW programme expanding
he Licence to Work (LTW) youth
employability programme is off to a
sprinting start this year with 105 students
registered in the last month and 12 new
Tairawhiti facilitators putting their hands up to
be involved.
LTW is a cross-sector, business-led initiative
designed to respond to business and industry
concerns that young people may not be
developing the employability skills needed to
succeed in the workplace.
In its fourth year here now, LTW is designed
for all young people aged 15 to 24 and is of
particular benefit to those transitioning into the
workforce directly from school or training, as
well as those returning to the workforce.
Students learn what skills from their everyday
life are “employability skills”, and how they can
use them in a work environment.
‘’They also learn 10 elements of work
readiness (work experience and work ethic),”
said Trust Tairawhiti Licence to Work programme
manager Karen Fenn.
“These skills will ensure they know how to
get a job, do a job well and keep a job.’ ’
Students earn validation of their learned skills
from their facilitator and an employer who helps
and supports them to build and assess these
skills.
The programme, developed by COMET
Auckland, has two roles that sit at Trust
Tairawhiti — the LTW project manager and
LTW programme co-ordinator Gill Higgins (cofunded by the trust and The Todd Foundation).
These roles give support and enable access
for schools and youth providers to implement
the LTW programme and run it independently
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for their students.
“To see the calibre of new facilitators coming
on board and huge interest from students
reflects the integrity and success of the
programme,” Fenn said.
“It is not a tick-the-box or one-size-fits-all
approach — it is young person-centred and
relationship-focused, with many community
contributors.
“Learning is a lifelong process and students
are taught that one of their greatest skills is to
continue to learn and improve.”
Lytton High School’s John Ingram is a new
facilitator this year and the picture above was
taken at the school’s mangopare (hammerhead
shark) sculpture.
Mr Ingram said the mangopare symbolized
“facing challenges with diligence, tenacity and
determination”.
“It captures the essence of the Maori proverb
‘Kia mate ururoa, koi mate wheke’, in other
words to be like the shark not the octopus
which surrenders at the first sign of difficulty or
resistance.
“The students will have the ability not only
to become employed but to sustain their
employment.
“The students are ready to take on this
challenge, ready to compete, to persevere like
the shark,” he said.
The facilitators are preparing for an upskilling
opportunity later this week to keep abreast of
relevant industry and student’s needs.
■ For further information on the programme
please contact Karen Fenn at:
karen@trusttairawhiti.nz
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Kaupapa key for new ICT team
new start-up software development
company aims to be the No.1 Maori
information and communications
technology (ICT) provider for Tairawhiti.
The five-member team behind the business
want to bridge the gap between Te Ao Maori
(the Maori world) and custom software
development by providing digital solutions,
developed with kaupapa, te reo (language) and
tikanga (traditional values) as the cornerstones.
Co-founder John Shortland says another
factor which sets Piki Tech apart is that they are
a team.
“There are plenty of individuals in software
development but no teams.”
With their mixed skill sets, they can provide a
rounded service and solve any ICT problems.
Aged between 21 and 42, with varying
experience, the team is a “good melting pot” of
skills.
And the new business has found a gap in the
market.
“Many ICT providers do not understand a
Maori organisation’s kaupapa. Therefore, a lot of
time is lost explaining why te reo and tikanga
need to be part of the digital solution.”
The core services of Piki Tech are consultancy
— motivating ideas from random thoughts into
defined strategies; designing — transforming
strategies from simple concepts into actual
designs; and developing — delivering designs
from mocks-ups into marketing solutions.
The genesis of Piki Tech was in 2018 when
one of the five team members, Cameron Nepe,
set up a business for contract work while he
was still learning web development.
“Six or seven months later I bumped into
John at Startup Weekend Tairawhiti (organised
by Activate Tairawhiti). A few months later John
shoulder-tapped the rest of the founders (Israel
Baker-Rauna, Krisharn Ngamoki and Russ Walsh)
who were all either doing or had completed
study in computing systems at EIT Tairawhiti,”
says Cameron.
Israel and Krisharn have both completed a
Bachelor of Computing Systems degree with EIT
Tairawhiti and Russ has nearly completed the
same degree.
“We formed a collective and needed an entity,
so adopted Piki Tech.”
That was April 2019 and in May 2019,
Cameron and John took part in Hack Tairawhiti,
another event for start-up businesses organised
by Activate Tairawhiti.
From there Piki Tech became involved with
Lily Stender and the Tolaga Bay Innovation Hub.
“This was our flagship learning project and we
are still working with Lily on this. We built a web
platform for grassroots businesses to promote
themselves online.”
The idea behind this directory is that the
owners and staff can get on with spending time
on their business.
Working on this project confirmed for the
men they can and want to work together.

A

BRIDGING GAP: The Piki Tech team (from left) of Israel Baker-Rauna, Krisharn Ngamoki, Russell Walsh, Cameron Nepe and
John Shortland want to bridge the gap between Te Ao Maori and custom software development. Picture by Liam Clayton

Assisting local businesses
to be more innovative
ew start-up Tairawhiti
business Piki Tech is under
the wing of regional business
adviser Malcolm Mersham.
This free service is offered by the
Takihoko Business team (formerly
Activate Tairawhiti) of Trust Tairawhiti
(formerly Eastland Community
Trust).
Mr Mersham is one of two
regional business advisers employed
by the trust and says businesses like
Piki Tech are benefiting from the
region’s isolation, not being impaired
Malcolm
by it — and they are innovative.
“There is a lot of appetite to
support businesses with a technological and
innovation background,” he said.
“Piki Tech is a Maori-based tech business with
a unique lens over what that business could be.”
Mr Mersham is the region’s innovation
specialist and acts as a conduit for the Callaghan
Innovation service here.
Callaghan partners with ambitious businesses
of all sizes, providing a range of innovation and
research and development services to suit each
stage of growth.

N

Mr Mersham says there is a
need for the region to diversify its
economy and improve stability.
“The reason these programmes
are important is because as a
region, our economy is heavily
reliant on primary industries that
provide raw materials to the world.
“In order to build a sustainable
economy we need to increase our
region’s ability to create valueadded products and services.
“One of the key ways to do
this is by helping local businesses
Mersham become more innovative.
“Interestingly, New Zealand as
a whole suffers from poor productivity when
compared to other nations within the OECD,
hence the Government’s push to help drive the
economy in this direction.”
His work as a business adviser is basically
to help businesses get good foundations. After
an initial assessment meeting, he provides a
recommendation for the next steps. He also
educates around what is available for the
business, and meets with the people behind the
business regularly to help guide them.

and we have learned lessons from that,” says
John.
“The main reason for failure is failing to
prepare. We are getting our business plan
together, choosing the right business model,
structure, the roles for everyone as well as
learning the day-to-day business.”
The men say it is great to be their own
bosses, “but at the end of the day it is all about
customer satisfaction.”
With everyone spread out all over Tairawhiti,
their meeting place is Zoom — a digital app
where they can all go online and talk.
They also have periodic physical meetings in
Gisborne.
Introducing the Piki Tech team:
John Shortland — Waikato Tainui/Ngapuhi
(Certificate in Business Computing, Diploma
in Business Computing, Bachelor of Information
Technology & Microsoft Certified Professional.)
A solution developer and a former research
and development manager with 20 years
experience coding business apps in New
Zealand, Australia and China. He has a passion
for developing software to support Maori
kaupapa.

ICT (EIT), and Enspiral Dev Academy Web
Development Grad.)
A web developer and graduate of the Enspiral
Dev Academy, recently transitioned to the
technology sector from primary industries.
Passionate about the need for tech solutions
in Te Ao Maori, primary and other sectors, and
desire to blaze a trail for Maori to enhance
their digital literacy knowledge.
Krisharn Ngamoki — Ngapuhi/Ngati Porou
(Level 5 Diploma in Information
Communications Technology, Bachelor of
Computing Systems.)
Enthusiastic, loves meeting new people and
working in a team. Has a high interest in coding
and programming.
Israel Baker-Rauna — Rongowhakaata/Te
Aitanga a Mahaki/Ngati Kahungunu
(Level 5 Diploma in Information
Communications Technology, current student
Bachelor of Computing Systems.)
Aiming to gain experience and knowledge in
the app development field.

Changing the real estate
industry for good

Cameron Nepe — Rongowhakaata/Ngati
Porou/Waikato Tainui
(Bachelor of Iwi Environmental Management,
Diploma in Forest Management, Diploma in

Russ Walsh — New Zealander/Kiwi
(Third-year student — Bachelor of
Computing Systems.)
A realist with a sharp eye for detail. A deep
thinker with strengths in problem-solving, maths
and logistics.

•Changing
Smart technology
the real estate
industry
forgreat
good
•• Local
experts
and
results
Smart technology
• Local experts and great results
•• Low
Low 1.5%
1.5% commission*
commission*
us for
CallCall
Peter
foraafree
freeappraisal
appraisal- 0800
- 021776
801779
782

Call us for a free appraisal - 0800 776 779

31052-01

Piki Tech’s first paying customer was Candice
Pardy, who won the Startup Weekend Tairawhiti
in 2019.
“She engaged us to help her to automate the
on-boarding process for her business Carloads.
It is like Uber but gives a solution to transport
workers for her family-owned orchard,” says
John.
The men behind Piki Tech want to create
employment not only for themselves but for
Maori as well.
“Information Technology or technology in
general is not traditionally a career path for
Maori but we see it as a career path for our
rangatahi (youth),” says John.
The beauty is that people can work remotely
in ICT, which can give employment for whanau
on the East Coast.
“In the long term we want to get our people
out of forestry — it is not sustainable,” says
John.
“We want to create alternative pathways for
our people.”
The support of Trust Tairawhiti business
adviser Malcolm Mersham is helping the men
and their young business get all “their ducks in
a row”.
“In reality over 70 percent of all start-ups fail,

*Excludes GST, T’s&C’s Apply.

VAUNT NZ LTD, LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENT (REAA 2008)
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Two proposals to prevent Now is the time to think ahead
late payments welcomed
one eye on the horizon”, this is a time for
businesses to think about what they can do if
things get worse — globally and locally.
Talk to your trusted advisers and/or the bank
about the situation and the “what if ” scenarios.
Think about whether your business is the sort
of business where staff could work from home
for a period of time. What would it take to
do that? Think about handwashing and hygiene
facilities at work, and talking to staff about
not coming to work if they are feeling sick, so
they don’t infect others. It is important not to
overreact but now is the time to think ahead,
just in case.
The Chamber of Commerce undertook a
recent poll (not scientific at all) of some of its
members. Half of approximately 50 respondents
said that Covid-19 and the associated impact
on the forestry industry was going to have
a negative impact on their business. This is
significant and I think this will play out over the
coming months in our community. The chamber
will be holding its networking events and we
encourage business people to come along and
talk to others about this and other issues.

by Andrew Ashton

of how late payments effect businesses here.
“From my perspective, I’d be delighted if I
mall businesses and sub-contractors here only had $7000 overdue each month,” one
business owner said.
are welcoming new proposals to make
“For us, it’s not the financial burden (we can
the big boys pay their bills on time, and
absorb this) but the fact it wastes so much of
say it also needs to include payments from
my time following up when I could be focusing
government departments.
on other activities. The irony of this coming
Minister for Small Business Stuart Nash is
from government is that for us, government
considering stricter rules around payment
organisations are the worst in paying late — it’s
practices between businesses.
great that they are going
“Late payments from
to have to pay within 10
large organisations to
The
proposals
to
improve
days. However, government
smaller suppliers can
business-to-business
departments I deal with
be crippling for these
businesses,” Mr Nash said.
payment practices in NZ are: have cumbersome AP
high accounts
“I am prepared to
• A maximum payment term systems,
payable staff turnover and
legislate if necessary to
of 20 days.
those that are left are
set minimum standards
generally useless, so the
for payment terms . . . I
• The right for small
Government will need to
have released a discussion
businesses
to
charge
interest
invest here (but will they?)”
document which sets out
on overdue invoices and
The other issue was
options for further action.
large companies that
I want to hear feedback
debt recovery fees for late
dictated their terms of
from those affected before payments.
payment — some of
taking next steps.
which were 60 days.
“Late payments impede
“Somehow, I think they can afford to pay us
business growth yet are common. They are
on our terms which are 20th of the month.”
often imposed on a small business by larger
However, there was still a lack of detail on
enterprises which have greater bargaining power.
Late payments effectively force small suppliers to how a small business would be defined, and
whether the changes would include overseas
be a source of free credit.
businesses, as well as what recourse businesses
“When small businesses are paid late, many
would have if customers continued to pay late.
owners have to resort to personal savings or
“The devil will be in the detail, but at least it’s
take out bank overdrafts to cover their business
a step in the right direction.”
expenses. Research by Xero indicates that on
Other chamber members echoed frustration
any given day, more than half of small businesses
with corporations and government departments
are owed at least $7000.”
who were “less like to play ball”, as one put it.
Mr Nash proposes to introduce a maximum
Other members summed up the present
payment term of 20 days to ensure small
situation as “far from being fair or reasonable”.
businesses are reimbursed for their services
more quickly, and also to give small businesses
■ Submissions on the proposed changes can
the right to charge interest on overdue invoices,
be made on the Ministry of Business, Innovation
and debt recovery fees for late payments.
& Employment website — www.mbie.govt.nz
Feedback from Gisborne Chamber of
Commerce members highlighted the seriousness — and close on Tuesday, April 14.

S

n the December edition of the Business
Quarterly I wrote how the region was in a
good economic space, but that businesses
should keep one eye on the horizon. Well
who would have predicted that since then,
the Covid-19 coronavirus has sent ripples of
economic disruption around the globe. Locally
things have also changed, particularly if you are
involved in forestry and related industries.
The disruption to the supply chain of logs
exported from our region to China has caused
logging crews to be laid off or worker numbers
reduced. This flows through to logging truck
operators, maintenance companies, engineering
companies and all their associated suppliers.
I am aware of some companies that are
already hearing “I can’t afford to pay you that
invoice”. This is never a good sign and I suspect
there will be many awkward conversations like
that happening around town at the moment and
in the coming weeks. It is tragic as so much of
this is outside our control. The families of the
employees and business owners will be hit the
hardest.
We are fortunate our community can
respond in a co-ordinated manner. Mayor
Rehette Stoltz must be congratulated for coordinating a local response and support amongst
the key stakeholders and decision-makers, and
also for lobbying central government for further
assistance. In addition, a “wellness centre” for
affected forestry crew and contractors has been
set up by Wade Brunt of Jogging for Logging.
This is a great initiative to provide muchneeded support — physically and emotionally
— through this incredibly tough time for the
industry. Eastland Group, Ngati Porou Holdings,
Trust Tairawhiti and Gisborne District Council
all came to the party quickly with funds to help
make this a reality.
Covid-19 is already a significant issue for our
community. However, in the spirt of “keeping

I

■ This month we continue our memberonly monthly networking evenings at Peppers
Beachfront, including presentations from business
members on topics of interest.
Later this month, chamber members are
invited to a Business After 5 (BA5) event at Te
Puni Kokiri to meet the team and hear what is
happening in their space. It will also be a chance
to meet with other agencies in the premises.
In partnership with Industry Training Solutions,
we are pleased to bring a mix of workshops
in leadership, customer service and licence
controller certification, with a discounted rate
for chamber members. The first workshop is on
March 31. Visit our Gisborne Chamber website
to register: www.gisborne.org.nz
Our chamber AGM is on Wednesday, April 29,
from 5.30pm at Waikanae SLSC.
To join the chamber and be part of your local
business network, visit our website or contact
Lena: lena@gisborne.org.nz
■ Paul Naske is president of Gisborne
Chamber of Commerce
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Is your business ready for
lift in the minimum wage?
employees in order to keep them motivated
and engaged.
CHECK YOUR PAYROLL COMPLIANCE:
Most payroll systems should either
automatically update or provide you with
instructions on how to adjust settings to
manage the increase from April 1, 2020. We
recommend that you confirm well in advance
and seek the advice of your trusted adviser to
see if any further action is required to ensure
compliance.

BY GEMMA HOGG
he Government has announced that from
April 1, 2020, the minimum wage will
increase from $17.70 to $18.90 per hour.
This will see an increase of 7.27 percent or
$1.20 per hour, and will mean an extra $48 per
week before tax for employees on a minimum
wage working a 40-hour week.
The training/starting-out wage, set at 80
percent of the adult minimum wage, will also
see an increase from the current rate of $14.16
to $15.12 per hour on the same date.
FORMERLY OF
All employers in Tairawhiti will be impacted
LAUNCH!: Two
in some way by this wage increase and all
businesses that
employers need to be vigilant to ensure these
developed during their
changes are made and effective by April 1,
time coworking at
2020.
Launch! and have now
Are you prepared for this increase? Following
moved into new premises
are Carloads and ProfiQS. are some handy hints for you to consider ahead
Pictured above (from left) of April 1.
are Carloads’ Candice
REVIEW YOUR CURRENT EMPLOYEES:
Pardy, Krystle Downes,
Take a look at what you are currently paying
Zoey Parsons and Te
your employees. Do you need to review payAwariki Lardelli.
rates for those employees who, on April 1, 2020,
Picture by
might end up being paid at or just above the
Rebecca Grunwell
new minimum wage?
The minimum wage increase is likely to have
Pictured at left are
a bearing on wage expectations from those
ProfiQS owner Stuart
employees who are currently receiving more
Bailey (left) and surveyor
than the minimum wage because of their skills/
Logan Pierard.
loyalty.
Picture supplied
You may wish to consider whether to
maintain wage parity across your employees by
offering increases to those above the current
minimum wage. There may also be other nonfinancial benefits, such as flexi-time or training,
that you could offer to those more skilled
Carloads kaiwhakahaere (managing director)
Candice Pardy.
“We met some of our key local specialists
there including People Plus (HR), Pohewa
(design), FertDigital (digital marketing) and
Papriki Consulting (IT project management).”
Although Carloads has now moved to a new
office in town, Candice said, “It’s awesome to
have a space in Gizzy where you can thrive
among like-minded people. I’d encourage anyone
working from home and needing to get amongst
it to join the Launch! whanau.”
The business-focused office rooms located
above The Works restaurant were designed
to encourage collaboration between start-up
entrepreneurs and other people or businesses
seeking space to work. Residents at Launch! pay
only for the days they are at their desks.

T

LOOKING FORWARD TO 2021:
The Government has indicated a further
increase to lift the minimum wage to $20 per
hour in 2021 so it will be important to start
planning towards this potential increase and
the impacts it could potentially have on your
finances. Understanding the financial impact of
the increase is vital so that you can plan and
make adjustments accordingly. Preparing an
annual budget on a month by month basis with
the help of your accountant or trusted adviser,
will highlight the effect of the increase both on
wage cost and holiday pay liability.
Please ensure you communicate with those
employees that will be impacted by this
impending change, so they fully understand how
it will affect them personally.
If some employees are on the minimum wage
now, use the opportunity to confirm the good
news that an increase is imminent.
Reach out to your trusted business adviser:
At BDO Gisborne, we have HR consultants and
payroll specialists on hand to guide you through
this transition. No matter what your query is,
just reach out, we’re here to help.

Launch! seeks new residents
aunch Coworking, “Tairawhiti’s first coworking space”, is experiencing growing
pains in a different way . . . people leaving.
“Having residents leave Launch! is one of
our major signs of success,” said Simon White,
manager of Launch Coworking.
“We provide an environment where
businesses have flexible working arrangements.
When residents leave it’s mostly to take on a
longer-term office lease in town.”
One example of this is locally-operated
quantity surveying business ProfiQS, which has
recently taken on a sub-lease with LDE (Land
Development and Engineering) on Peel Street.
“Launch provided the flexibility needed to get
my business off the ground,” said ProfiQS owner
Stuart Bailey.
“We are now working with multiple clients
within the Gisborne region, assisting with project
planning and procurement support.”
Labour-on-demand start-up “Carloads” is
another example of a business that has grown
through its time at Launch Coworking.
“Launch! is a great place to grow your
business and make lasting connections,” said

L

■ Gemma Hogg is an HR consultant working
within BDO Gisborne’s People & Performance
team. She has experience working across the
public and private sectors.

■ Launch! now has spare capacity and is
looking for more residents to become part of
the Launch! whanau. If you or anyone you know
is interested in co-working or wants to check
out the space, contact Simon White at:
simon@launchcoworking.co.nz

ENQUIRE
NOW!
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Starting or growing
a small business?

Are you interested in taking your knowledge
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free
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BUSINESS
PLANNING
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www.gpl.govt.nz
a step-by-step guided experience. The intuitive dashboard moves through the entire
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26997-01
development life cycle. It even includes tools to help you collaborate with a local business
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MAPPING FROM
THE AIR: Dragonfly
Aerial Imaging RPAS
(remotely-piloted
aircraft system) flight
operator and data
processor Thomas
Omundsen (left) is
pictured with a DJI
Matrice 210 drone,
and business manager
Nikki Archdale with
the handset for the
Matrice. The DJI
Matrice is designed
to handle inclement
weather like rain
and wind and has
an upward gimbal
connector, allowing
a camera to ride
piggyback — which
gives the option of
capturing images
looking up as well
as down; perfect for
bridge inspections.
Nikki also holds an
iPad which contains
an app designed by
ThinkSafe in Gisborne
that has a compliance
check list she goes
through on each job.
Picture by Paul Rickard

Aerial imaging opportunities
crop farmer, a wife who specialises in
“This service has helped to support the
business administration and a son with
business through quieter periods and when
a passion for flying have capitalised on
adverse weather conditions prevent us from
their skills to create and run a business in aerial fl ying.”
imaging using drones.
Nick works full time, specialising in baby
The seed of an idea was planted when
leaf production, and farming runs through his
Nick Archdale, a farm production manager at
veins. He has the ability to act as an agricultural
LeaderBrand Produce Ltd, wanted to use a
consultant if required.
drone for surveying his crops with a view to
Nikki said they often get growers who come
saving time out in the field.
to them wanting images of their crops when
“The idea turned into a business opportunity they think they have a problem.
which was presented to our son William,
“So they contract us to come in and survey
who has a passion for anything that flies, and
an area, produce the multispectral images and
Dragonfly is the result of that,” said Dragonfly
confirm what they already know. Ideally we want
Aerial Imaging business manager Nikki Archdale. farmers and growers to give us the opportunity
The Archdales are originally from Cornwall,
to survey their crops from a bare paddock right
England and spent many years abroad before
through to harvest, conducting regular surveys
relocating to Gisborne
in between to monitor the
seven years ago. The
crop — this is where we
Ideally we want farmers
family of six lived for eight
will see the real benefits.”
years in Portugal where
With a strong business
and growers to give us the
Nick worked for Vitacress
background, Nikki brings
opportunity
to
survey
their
Portugal, a subsidiary of
both experience and
crops from a bare paddock innovation. When she is not
a UK company, supplying
baby leaf salads to the UK
busy with Dragonfly you
right through to harvest,
and Iberian markets. Nikki
find her managing her
conducting regular surveys will
was owner/operator of an
countless other projects
import/distribution company in between to monitor the
(executive board member
and café, The Cornish Range. crop — this is where we
for the Gisborne/Tairawhiti
They then spent
Chamber of Commerce,
will
see
the
real
benefi
ts.
several years in Australia
member of and regional
and Florida, USA before
director for BNI and active
Gisborne came on the radar.
fundraiser for Hospice Tairawhiti).
“I think we have saved the best location to
“Our son has now moved away from
last, though Cornwall and Portugal still call us
Gisborne so Thomas, who was previously
back,” she said.
our spotter, has stepped into William’s role as
Agriculture is their biggest and preferred
operator and I have stepped into Thomas’ role
market but the work Dragonfly does is varied,
as spotter.”
from providing clients with aerial shots of their
Thomas Omundsen’s role within Dragonfly
section for a garden landscaping project to
is everything relating to flight operations and
providing valuable photographic evidence for a
data processing. The CAD and computer
court case. The company has been involved in
guru, Thomas is a master of computers and a
some large local projects, such as the log yard
variety of IT software. Nikki describes him as a
redevelopment project for Fulton Hogan where predominantly self-taught problem-solver with
they provided images regularly for their monthly the patience of a saint.
progress reports.
“Thomas is a perfect example of young
Over the past 18 months Dragonfly
talent finding a niche role in an area that he is
has also picked up work subcontracting to
passionate about, so he can remain driven and
local businesses, offering supporting roles in
more importantly do so within a regional team,
administration and data processing/CAD work
rather than heading off to the big smoke.”
to local civil engineering companies, where they
The actual flying of the drone makes up a
work together on multiple projects.
very small percentage of what they do, with

A

the majority of the work being once they have
captured the images/data. A lot of time is spent
processing that data and doing any calculations
required.
“Flight compliance paperwork and equipment
maintenance also take up a considerable amount
of our time and energy.”
As one of only two listed CAA (Civil Aviation
Authority) Rule Part 102-certificated drone
operators in Gisborne, Nikki believes Dragonfly
is helping to set industry standards. Its public
liability insurance is specific to aviation activities.
“One of our biggest challenges here in
Gisborne is risk of bird attack, in particular
the seagulls. We have had to abort flights and
reschedule because of them.
“Wind is often another issue which is
frustrating — when we have a good weather
forecast, drive out an hour or more to a
location, spend another hour climbing a hill to
get in position only to find that the wind is
howling through the valley we need to fly over,
and head back to HQ with nothing.”
Dragonfly has had a slow but consistent
growth and has just celebrated its third birthday.
with the biggest change being staff roles. Its
clients include Gisborne District Council,
AgResearch, Civil Assist, Survey Gisborne,
LeaderBrand, Riversun and Fulton Hogan.
“The biggest feather in our cap so far has
been picking up the job for AgResearch. Last
year we started working on a hill country
farm monitoring and mapping the weeds —
variegated thistles, Californian thistles, rushes and
blackberries. AgResearch recently jointly hosted a
field day out at Tangihanga Station called “Taking
the sting out of thistles”, as well as detailing the
trials they were working on. Dragonfly got a
mention for the significant contribution we had
made to the project.
“The mapping is intended to underpin the
assumptions about the areas infested, in order
to drive the business case for intervention. Using
the data provided, only two flyovers with the
helicopter were required to successfully target
the weeds with spot sprays.
“As well as saving money, this is also much
better for the environment.”
The goal for Dragonfly is to be the preferred
partner for governmental, commerce and
agricultural industry sectors for drone services
and integrated solutions.

They are also looking to expand into the
Hawke’s Bay region, with a view to surveying
vineyards and orchards there.
“We are hoping to work on blossom count
trials to help predict harvest yields and we
would welcome any businesses that may be
keen to work with us on this.”
They have another couple of ideas in mind
for further development but are keeping these
under their hat for now. Watch this space.
What the business does:
Aerial Surveying and Mapping
Multi-spectral and RGB imagery, plant health
monitoring, disease and pest identification.
What might normally take six to eight hours
of crop-walking can be done within an hour or
two using a drone, meaning that the grower can
then focus on assessing the problem by “ground
truthing” the area identified in the aerial images.
In addition, using multi-spectral imaging we can
detect stress/disease in crops up to three weeks
earlier than can be seen with the naked eye.
Early detection means farmers/growers can deal
with issues in a more timely manner and focus
just on the affected areas. Weed mapping on hill
country farms has proven valuable and allows
for precision spraying of affected areas, saving
our clients time and money. We are currently
putting a lot of our time and energy into this
area.
Orthomosaics, 3D modelling, topography,
volumetric surveying
We undertake this type of work for hill
country farms, construction projects and
quarries.
We undertake asset inspections in forestry
environments. Compliance in forestry is another
growth area for us, in particular in monitoring
slash.
Assessing sites for safety is another area
drones can be a useful piece of equipment.
Drones are a safer, faster way to plan earthwork,
design buildings, and account for any new
variables that may affect the construction
process. They also provide accurate, on-demand
access to the data needed to ensure that
worker safety isn’t compromised by last-minute
changes or unexpected surprises.

